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1. General Terms and Conditions   
1.1. GrandCapital Ltd. («Company», «Grand Capital») is the organizer of the contest.   
1.2. Everyone who wishes and complies with the contest requirements and also at least 1 (One) time 
deposited any real trading account for any amount can take part in the contest.   
1.3. Staff of GrandCapital Ltd. and members of their families are not allowed to participate in the contest. 
1.4. To participate in the contest a person must register a contest account and upload a scan of an identity 
document in the Private office. Registration is performed only once and is valid for all the subsequent rounds 
of the contest.   
1.5. Registration ends one hour before the contest starts. Applications received after the registration ends will 
be carried over to the next round.  
1.6. It is prohibited to register multiple accounts, including trading with different accounts from same IP 
address.   
1.7. It is prohibited to trade through an anonymous proxy server. At the detection of more than three 
connections to the account from different IP addresses belonging to different regions, the account will be 
disqualified.   
1.8. Prize funds are deposited to the winner’s account registered with Grand Capital. Such account can be 
opened before or after the contest ends. Account for prize funds deposit cannot be deposited by winner’s 
personal funds. Prize amounts starting from $50 will be deposited to a Standard account. Prize amounts less 
than $50 will be deposited to a Micro account.   
1.9. The contestants agree that all transactions performed in the framework of the contest, shall be carried out 
exclusively with virtual money, no financial claims can be charged to the organizers of the contest.   
1.10. The contestants should be guided by these rules, which should be read attentively. Ignorance of contest 
rules can’t serve as an argument when presenting a claim.   
  
2. Contest schedule   
2.1. Contest schedule is published on the organizer’s website.   
  
3. Trading conditions   
3.1. The contest is held on demo-accounts with initial balance of 100 000 USD.   
3.2. All trading instruments available in the trading terminal are available for trading.   
3.3. There are no restrictions on the amount of positions that can be opened at the same time.   
3.4. Trading Mega lot (set for the amount larger than allowed by the initial deposit amount) is prohibited.   
3.5. Margin Call level is 100%. Stop Out level is 100% 3.5. Уровень Margin Call 100%. Уровень Stop Out 
100%.   
  
4. Contest results   
4.1. Owners of the 10 accounts with the largest profit by the contest end will be proclaimed the winners. The 
prizes are distributed among the winners as follows:   
1 place –withdrawable $200  
2 place - $100 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $100 or more),   
3 place - $90 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $90 or more),   
4 place - $80 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $80 or more),   
5 place - $70 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $70 or more),   
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6 place - $60 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $60 or more),  7 place - $50 deposit bonus (requires deposit 
of $50 or more),   

8 place - $40 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $40 or more),   
9 place - $30 deposit bonus (requires deposit of $30 or more),  10 place - $20 deposit 

bonus (requires deposit of $20 or more).   
The main prize winner cannot take the same place in any of the consequent tours of the contest and in other 
Company’s contests. The company has the right to disqualify the participant and withdraw the bonus if he 
took the first place more than once.  
4.2. In order to receive prize funds all winners must leave a contest review or give a short interview (if an 
email with the interview questions is received). Contest review must be attached to the application sent to 
claim the prize funds. If you’ve already replied to the email with the interview questions, please mention it in 
your application. The winners receive the prize funds to a Standard or Micro account opened in Grand 
Capital. Prize funds starting from $50 will be deposited to a Standard account. Amounts less than $50 will be 
deposited to a Micro account. In order to claim the prize a winner should send a request to the Financial 
Department through the “Create a ticket” form in the Support section located in the Private office.   
  
In the header, the following information must be specified:  - 
the contest name,   
- the tour number,   
- the dates it was held,  
- the place taken by the contestant.   
  
Header example: “Drag Trade”, round 47, 18.03.2012, the 1st place.   
In the text field, the following information must be specified:   
- Contest account number,   
- number of a Standard (or Micro) account the prize funds will be deposited to,  - Contestant’s full name.   
- The contest review or a confirmation that the contestant provided answers for the interview questions 

received by email.   
  
Text example:   
Contest account № 1231234, Standard account № 123123, John Smith. Answered the interview questions.  
  
4.2.1. Prize funds are deposited to a real account of the contestant within three business days.   
4.2.2. If the prize is a deposit bonus then the prize funds are deposited to the contestant’s account after the 
deposit was made and request to claim the bonus was submitted. If a participant receives a request for an 
interview then he or she must provide answers for the interview questions, photo of the contestant and 
consent to the use of his or her real name in company’s marketing materials (news articles, social media 
posits, etc.)   

4.3. Applications for the prize for the past contest round can be accepted only before the next 
round. The prize funds shall not be deposited if an application for the prize was not submitted or 
submitted after the start of the next round. The application shall be submitted in accordance with the 
article 4.2.   
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4.4. Bonus funds can’t be withdrawn from the trading account. Profit available for withdrawal 
cannot be larger than the bonus amount received. The balance in excess of the amount available for 
withdrawal will be cancelled.   
4.4.1. Bonus funds remain on the winner’s account until the withdrawal of profit and/or personal 

funds is made. Internal transfer between accounts is considered to be a withdrawal. Account 
for prize funds deposit shall be closed after the withdrawal of the profit from it.   

4.4.2. The company may refuse to grant the bonus funds as well as to deduct the existing ones at any 
time.  

4.4.3. The bonus funds can be used on real accounts with a leverage of no more than 1: 100.   
4.4.4. If the profit amount gets lower than the account holder’s personal funds, the bonus funds will 

be automatically deducted from the account.   
4.5. The participants who took places 11 and above with account balance larger than $100 000 receive a 
deposit bonus of $20, (deposit of $20 or more is required in this case).   
4.5.1. To receive the bonus funds you need to deposit the amount required in order to receive the bonus and 
submit an application from your Private office to the Financial Department through the Support section – 
Create ticket form (see section 4.2).   
4.6. Administration of the contest has the right to disqualify any participant (s) and deduct the prize funds 
from the accounts without prior notice if:   

4.6.1. Any rule of the contest is broken.   
4.6.2. Contestant(s) intentionally provided false personal information. (Address, name, etc.)   

4.7. All the ongoing results are published on the company’s website. The company has the right to revise the 
results in case any fraudulent activities or technical problems during the contest round were detected.   
  
5. Additional conditions   
5.1. The organizer has the right to:   
5.1.1. Check winners’ statements to determine whether there are similar or opposite trades in other 
contestants’ statements. In case any similar or opposing trades are detected the organizer has the right to 
consider such accounts to be managed by same person and disqualify both accounts.   
5.1.2. Cancel the results if non-market quotes were used. The decision regarding quotations is ruled by the 
technical department of the organizer.   
5.1.3 Disqualify the participant if he / she used additional software (robots) to make transactions on the 
contest account before and / or after the contest.   
5.2. GrandCapital Ltd. holds the right to use any information regarding the prize accounts, to publish trading 
history and provide access to the account with Investor password to the public for promotional purposes and 
publish it in mass media.   


